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Geography is a vast subject, and the table and chair method is

needed here more than anywhere. By ten the children should

understand maps, plans, and drawings to scale. It is surely

not necessary that they should he able to make plans of towns

and the surrounding country as the Germans do. It is not

convenient in school life, and, besides, it leaves nothing to the

imagination. They know, as a rule, simple physical facts
;

the names of the oceans and continents and their shapes, the

meaning of terms, and, lastly, the principal facts of their own
country. They have, as a rule, incidentally picked up some
geographical knowledge from other lessons, but there is time

for no more than this in the school curriculum. With regard

to History, they are generally familiar with all the English
History Stories, and they ought to know a few of the prin-

cipal battles with the dates. The dates of the kings might he
learnt between ten and twelve.

At the word Language— one is obliged to make a per-
ceptible pause, so much controversy has of late years raged
around it. It do not think, however, it is difficult to make a
reasonable standard and yet keep friendly with all sides. At
ten, the child might be able to speak and write very simple
French sentences, and after that, supposing he grasps the
rudiments of English Grammar, he might begin Latin. It
>et, I think, remains to be proved whether that will prevent
him from becoming a learned classical scholar.

F. R.
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READING, WRITING, SPEAKING.

Much has been said lately in the L' Umile Pianta and at our
Students’ Meetings about the advisability of starting a
Reading or Magazine Club. Few will deny that there is

much truth in the cynical remark of the learned that the

young people of to-day spend far too much time over books

;

how far such a truth may apply to our studies I shall not

discuss. Let it suffice that our vocation as teachers does

necessitate much book study outside our actual professional

work ;
and that the greater number of the members of the

Students’ Association are agreed that it would be well to

start some kind of a literary Society, the rules of which

should be so lax that they would be most binding. This

paradox does not need any explanation. We want to make

the proposed society a conscience. Not the least of our

duties is to stimulate the desire of Knowledge (Curiosity) ;
our

Students’ Meetings and our Magazine exist because we

recognize this duty. Again, we know that one of the most

pleasant channels through which knowledge may be imparted

is conversation, by possessing and knowing how to use

discreetly what the Irishman would call “ the gift of the ga .
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most people shun. By writing down what he thinks, a man

overcomes the natural vanity of merely looking to the effect

of his words on others. A man, to avoid faults and acquire

the power of instructing, pleasing, and finally convincing,

must undergo the discipline of training m Oratory.

Might I suggest to the Editor that the following be rules

for such a Literary Society as it is proposed to start amongst

us. Each member to bind herself to study a subject of her

own choice during the year. She would let the Editor know

what subject she had chosen. The Editor then to use her

discretion in asking a member in turn to write (a) upon her

subject, (b) her ideas on that subject, or any passage or

paragraph in the books she has read which might be helpful

to other members, (
c
)
a list of the works used while studying

her special subject. Any member would be also free to tell of

any books she found interesting, with a word or so to indicate

the matter, style, etc. of such.

I only write year in the above suggestions as one would w
in an algebraical problem.

E. A. Magill.

THE WINDOW INTO THE WORLD.

Peter the Great built St. Petersburg that it might be his
window1 into the world, realizing the danger his people ran

from crystallizing too much.
^e teachers are sadly apt to crystallize and fossilize;

Teyond our teaching and our particular family concerns we
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nearly to us is, how much, or how little, are we to excite the
children’s interest in it all ? Personally, I should say, let

them hear as much about it as possible
; let them make an

album of cuttings from the illustrated papers let the boys
play over the battles with their soldiers, and let them keep a

map and alter the flags themselves. It is a preparation for

facing necessary horrors and the sterner side of life
; altogether

it is a grand and great opportunity of giving them real, living

ideas of what “ patriotism ” means, not lip service, but hard-

ships and risk and the sinking of personal relationships and

interests. Of course there are dangers— a child is not at all

given to “ loving its enemy.” A certain teacher was indis-

creet enough to say something about Mr.Cronwright Schreiner,

and his mission, to one of her pupils. Days after this latter

burst out with “ and as for that (adjectives

mostly strong ! )
man, let him go back to his own country and

taste the sword ! ”

But the dangers are more than counterbalanced. Personally

I know of a case in which the heroic ideas and examples

given us in the last six months have gone far to convert a

“ cry-baby ” into a little Briton. But we teachers are not

only concerned with the present— we often have to go bac<

and explain how it has arisen out of the past. To understan

what South Africa has been through in the last forty yea
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